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Now how many people remember this film?  Notting Hill from 1999.

And can you remember the theme song that went with it?  'When you say nothing at all' by Ronan 
Keating.

I loved this film.  I am a real softie with movies and I thought this was a really clever way to tell the 
age old story of boy meets girl.  I loved it, but I was always a bit confused but the theme song.  It's 
suppose to be a beautiful lilting romantic ballad.  "You say it best when you say nothing at all." but 
when I heard that line, "You say it best when you say nothing at all." what it translated to in MY 
head was I prefer you when you shut up.  I like you best when you just stop talking, which puts a 
completely different  spin on the song.  Sorry if you loved that song and I've just ruined it for you, 
but I never quite got over the alleged love song that told the girl just to stop talking!

It's interesting how we all interpret things differently., but misunderstandings aside, this song does 
cover a really interesting concept.  The fact that even when we don't speak we are still telling a 
story, we are still saying something. Even when we don't say anything at all, people are still making
judgements about us, they are still hearing something that makes them form opinions about who 
we are and whether they want to talk to us or do business with us. 

This song does declare a universal truth, that even when you're not speaking, even when you're 
not in physically in front of a client or talking to them on Zoom, they are judging you.

So how do you make sure they are reaching the conclusion you want.  How do you make sure 
when you don't say anything, customers are still hearing what you want them to hear?  How do you
make sure your clients are still getting the impression of you and connecting with you when you're 
not speaking to them?

Well I'm sure most of us have heard of the work of Alfred Mehrabian the Psychology professor 
from UCLA that suggested their was more to communication than just the words? He broke down 
communication into three areas and attributed three percentages to each area.
 
Can anyone remember what those three parts are and the percentages?
 
Non-verbal behaviour (55%)
Literal Meaning of the words (7%)
Tone in which they are spoken (38%)

His work is widely miss quoted.  What he didn't say was that words were not important or even less
important. 
 
What he said was that we use these three parts of communication to decide if we like people 
essentially, if we want to put energy into this relationship.  And what his experiments demonstrated
was that if when these three parts are all conveying the same message, we get good vibes and we
trust the person.  But when these three parts are incongruent.  I.E. if they are not all saying the 
same thing then we trust the tone and the body language more than we trust the words themselves
and when they are incongruent, we are uncomfortable and we don't really trust the person.  
 



So it's not that the words don't matter, it's that all three parts have to be saying the same thing for 
us to respond positively to the person. 
 
I can give you a very simple example - I can say to my wife. "Darling, I love you" or "Darling, I love 
you".
 
We look to body language and tone over and above the words.  This is why we spend so long 
preparing our speeches. Not just the words, but the way we deliver it and the stagecraft and our 
hand movements and our leaning in.  The PSA is all about helping us understand how to design 
the various facets of our talks. 
 
Consistent and authentic interactions builds trust.  Inconsistent comes across as inauthentic and 
erodes trust.
 
Well the same applies to your business. It's not just the conversations you have with people, it's 
what other people say about you the referrals; it's your website; it's your clothes on a zoom call; it's
your location and what's in the background on a zoom call.   Everyone is checking over their 
shoulder now, to see if there is any dirty washing.  Now everyone here has knows the score and 
we've designed our backgrounds to portray the right impression. 
 
But what the way you write your emails?  What about the flow of information on your website.  
What about the contracts you send to people?  What about the way you ask for the invoice to be 
paid?  What about where you choose to meet your clients?  What about the car you drive to 
appointments?  What about the all your social posts and which networks you use?  What about 
your voicemail message?  Lots and lots of touchpoints that your clients use to judge you.
 
All these interactions have an emotional impact on people and their decision to do business with 
us. And we can use that to our advantage.  We can design all those interactions to create the 
consistent, authentic emotional response we want.   I know you're all highly rational accounts and 
finance people.  You don't make decisions emotional, you think rationally and logically right?  
 
Unfortunately, if you read Daniel Kanehaman's research you'll discover that we all make decisions 
emotionally and post rationalise.  Some logic may come into it, and the more analytical you are the 
more you hesitate and use what DK calls slow thinking, but there is always an emotional element.  
 
Don't believe me?  Let's try a little experiment.
 
Sit yourself comfortably on your chair and close you're eyes. Now imagine you're sat on a really 
comfortable deckchair on the beach, with the warm sun beating down on your face.  A few children
in the near distance paddling and laughing in the sea.  A gentle breeze blows keeping you cool. It's
peaceful.  You feel the softness and warmth of the sand on your feet. It's beautiful peaceful place 
and you're enjoying the relaxation. 
 
Now imagine I pour you a tall glass of ice cold water.  As I hand it to you, you feel the refreshing 
coolness in your hand.  You see the beads of condensation form on the outside and run down the 
glass. You hear the clink of the ice cubes and see them slowly spinning in the glass.   You can 
smell the slice of fresh lemon in the water.   You take a sip of the cool, clear fresh water and then 
you take out the lemon slice, put it to your lips suck out the juice and taste the tartness.    
 
OK open your eyes.  How many of you felt your mouth watering as I described the water and how 
many of you reacted to the tartness of the as I described you sucking on the lemon slice.   There is
no sun, no beach, no lemon, no glass of water, yet your emotions reacted to it.  You even had a 
physical reaction to it. 

We can use this human response mechanism to connect with our clients.  The reward for 
companies that connect with customers’ emotions in a positive way can be huge. 



The emotionally connected clients is so valuable: They tend to buy more; and more often; they are 
less price-sensitive; They pay more attention to your communication and engage more; they 
recommend your brand to their network.

"People are seeking out products and services that are not just simple to use but a joy to use." — 
Bruce Claxton, Professor, Design Management at Savannah College of Art and Design.

86 percent of consumers say that authenticity is a key factor when deciding what brands they like 
and support (Stackia, 2019). 

An emotionally connected brand is 52% more valuable than those who are highly satisfied. 
(Harvard, 2017)

81 percent of consumers said that they need to be able to trust the brand in order to buy from them
(Edelman, 2019) 

Let me give you a couple of tangible examples of what I'm talking about:

Take Paddi Lund for example. Also known as  "The crazy Australian dentist."
 
A while back he was running a dental practice in Australia.  As far as dentists go, he was pretty 
successful and had a thriving practice, but he was hugely unhappy and was working long hours 80 
- 100 hours per week. He hated the hassle of rubbish clients who needed chasing to pay and he 
realised the culture of his organisation was actually slowly killing him.  
 
Eventually he got the point where he said enough is enough and he took some dramatic steps to 
change the culture of his business.  
 
He pulled down all his signs and locked his front door and took his name out of the phone book,
He "Fired" more than half his customers the one's who caused him hassle.
He sawed up his reception desk and installed a Cappuccino Machine instead!
He introduced a courtesy system into his business, defining what's important and how people 
should behave, radically changing his culture.
 
Now bakes fresh dental buns for clients, and serves 30+ varieties of tea and coffee in fine bone 
china, only accepts new clients by referral from a current client.  He works 23hrs/wk & earns 2.5 
times the income, Loves going work & is really happy!
 
He did it by being clear on who he was and integrating that authentic who across every aspect of 
his business. Creating a place where his team loves  to work and his customers rave about.
 
He realised that people didn't necessarily buy based on the quality of his dentistry.  Personally I 
have no idea when I go to the dentist whether the filling is good or bad, just that my teeth no longer
hurt and and it's comfortable to eat.  I judge my dentist on the cleanliness of their waiting room and
the politeness of staff and confidence of the dentist.  It's the same for you as a speaker. That's why
we've all had the experience of watching someone on stage thinking, why are they paying him or 
her to do that, I'm better than them.  Because often it's not about the product. 

Let me give you another example to help you see the power this can have your business. 
 
Imagine it's 7pm on Friday night and you're in your kitchen making a cuppa before settling down to 
watch the finale of Line of Duty.  (Personally I've not watched it, but it seems to be all over 
Facebook at the moment!).  But you've got the kettle boiling and your making some tea and a pipe 
under your sink springs a leak.   So you quickly call a plumber - Jo the plumber.  
 
15 minutes later, Jo comes round he looks clean and tidy, he manages to fix the pipe in 20 



minutes, he tidies up after himself leaving your kitchen as it was before the leak.  He give you the 
bill and it comes to £70.  Not cheap, but not ludicrous for a Friday night.  You get back to your TV 
and Line of Duty and relaxing weekend.  If you have another leak, you'd probably call the same 
plumber.   If someone asked you for a plumber, you might recommend him, but it probably wouldn't
be effusive and superlative recommendation.
 
Imagine the same scenario - Friday evening, a pipe bursts in your kitchen and you call a plumber.  
He says he's off out to a posh dinner, but he'll come on his way out.  He turns up in a dinner suit 
with a golden bow tie, a cummerbund, a golden hankie in his pocket and a carnation in his lapel.  
He puts on his overalls, fixes the pipe in 10 minutes, cleans up after himself.  Removes his 
overalls, says he's off to receive an award so is having a great evening and he was on his way 
past your house anyway so he'll just charge £35 for his time and not the call out fee.  Then he 
plucks the carnation from his pocket, hands it to you, says have a fantastic weekend and 
disappears into the night.
 
Are you going to wait until someone asks for a plumber to tell that story?  Of course you're not. 
You'll be all over social media and texting your friends - "You'll never believe what just 
happened….."  And when any of your friends needs a plumber, they will be straight onto you 
asking who that evening wear plumber was. 
 
We are going to define the cause in three parts

What you do and why?
What your creating?
How you'll behave?
 
Your mission, your vision, the rules of the game. 
 
Let's start with mission.  What do you actually do?  Not the actual tasks, but what is the outcome, 
the benefits? What valued is it that you give to your customers, clients, users?  To put it more 
interesting way, what good do you put out into the world? 

Let me give you a few examples to help with this concept: 

• Spread ideas! 
• Organize the world's information  and make it universally accessible and useful 
• Entertain, inform and inspire people around the globe through the power of unparalleled 

storytelling. 
• Making workplaces awesome, because everyone deserves to love their work. 
• Operate the best speciality retail business in America, regardless of the product we 

sell….to say that our mission exists independent of the product we sell is to demean the 
importance and the distinction of being booksellers. 

• Continue to authoritatively provide access to diverse services to stay relevant in tomorrow's
world. 

 
Make it inspiring. It should create an emotional response.  Don't try and sound clever or use 
professional language that just gets in the way.  Be real. From the heart.
Make it present tense.  It's what you do.  
Make it short.  It should be memorable and repeatable after reading it a couple of times.
It should have an underlying why? 
 
Don't worry about what other people will think.  This is for you.  We may put it out there for others, 
but we may use different language to contextualise it.  This is not necessarily for public 
consumption.  Write it so it makes your heart sing.  So it excites you. 
 
So what's your mission?  No obligation to share, but if anyone is brave enough and happy to?
How do we go from culture to cult-like?  From same old to stand out?



So how do you do it?  Well some of you, when I gave you the long list of touchpoints earlier started
to panic.  "I'm already too busy, and now you're giving me more stuff to think about."  Well panic 
not, because I'm about to reduce the amount you need to worry about and make it all much 
easier.  All those touchpoints can be designed easily and almost intuitively if you truly understand 
what your core values are and the behaviours that demonstrate those values.  If we can articulate 
simply what you are truly about and you start to confidently live it, then those values will overflow 
into all the touchpoints and it will become easier not harder.  

Firstly you need to define the cause.  Then you need to deliver the emotion.  (The Players / The 
Words / The Ways). 

Define the cause is about understanding what you do (the impact and value you deliver) and why 
you do it.  What is the heart behind what you are providing for clients?  It's also about the way you 
want to go about it.  It's about defining the values and behaviours you want to live by in delivering 
that purpose. And that is what will differentiate you from the competition.  That is your superpower, 
but most us are afraid to push it to it's limits.  We are afraid to nail our colours to the mast and 
stand out.  So we are half hearted about pushing those values to the limit.
 
Delivering the emotion is then about practically finding ways for people to experience and buy into 
that cause as a client or a partner or an employee.   It's about taking that purpose, the values, the 
passion, getting over our reticence and pushing it to the ultimate degree in every interaction with 
clients etc.  Then you will move from culture to cult.  You will find your tribe and they will find you.  
 
Like Apple.  I mean have you ever met anyone with an Apple product that doesn't try to sell you on 
the benefits of Apple. 
 
Or take Rackspace, the server company.  They purport to have exceptional customer service. And 
there is a story of an employee working with a client on the phone to solve a number of issues in 
setting up their systems.  They had been on the phone for a while (several hours) and the 
Rackspace employee heard the customer tell a colleague they were hungry, so she ordered a 
pizza to be sent to them and was still on the phone 30 minutes later when it arrived.  The is taking 
the service moniker to a nth degree.  I wonder how many times that story has been told. 

It's not just the big companies and it's not just the ability to spend money on these interaction.  
Take Jim Shuky's garage.  A one man outfit in a small town in Ohio.  A simple hand written note 
that reflected the personal care and attention that a garage offered.  When posted on social media 
there were a number of comments like “I used to live in Streetsboro and I know exactly who that is.
He’s a good man, stay with him!” and “It’s little things like this that earn business. If I got this card I 
would never use another mechanic in my life.”
 
That's what you need to start creating in your business to create the emotional connection. Just 
doing your job is not enough 
 
Next I want you to tell me where you are going?  If you can take what you do and push it to it's 
ultimate impact, what are changes are happening in the world?  What is the cause you are fighting 
with this mission?
 
What's your vision of the future?

Here are few to help you think in the right way. 

• A computer on every desk and in every home. 
• A just world without poverty 
• We choose to go to the moon? 
• A world in which every single person is given free access to the sum of all human 



knowledge. 
• A world full of compassion, joy, freedom and community, where every person goes to work 

happy, inspired, doing work they are passionate about and come home fulfilled. 

Three things to think about:

1. Make it short. 
2. Make it inspiring.  Again, it should hit people's emotions.  Get a physical response from 

them.  Get them excited and their heart rate elevated. 
3. Almost impossible.  Let's not waste our time on the possible. Let's think bigger. 

 
So what does the world look like in 5/10 years because you are doing what you're doing?
 
Great.  What have you got?  Anyone willing to share?  Why is the world a better place because you
exist?

The final part of define the cause is to articulate your rules of the game.  
 
An organisations values are it's operating principles that guide it's interactions with customers, 
team, society etc.  The core values define how the company and people behave. 

What's important in the way you want to do business.  The lines you won't cross. Patrick Lencioni 
in his book the Advantage talks about three different types of values and we need to make sure we
understand the difference between them. Aspirational Values, Permission to Play Values. 
 
Not permission to play.
Not Aspirational.
Core values.
 
Those values that you'd go out of business rather than infringe. The behaviours you’d say “If I can’t
do it like this, I don’t want to do it!"
 
Let me give you an example:  A value of fun.

Herb Kelleher the former CEO of South West Airlines tells a great story about values in action. One
of the core values for South West airlines was to have fun. They knew that travelling can be a real 
hassle and a lot of people are bored and miserable and just want to get where they're going. And 
they wanted to make it a little more palatable; add a bit of joy to proceedings, so they had this core 
value of fun. It would manifest in all sorts of ways, one of which was the safety announcements on 
the plane. Some of the cabin crew would have a little fun and say things like in the event we land 
on water we'll be coming round with cocktails and napkins. It was a bit of fun, and it engaged 
people and meant they actually listened to the announcements, no one took it too seriously, expect
one woman who chose to write to Kelleher and complain that the staff should not be making jokes, 
as it was a serious job and it was wrong to make jokes. Herb Kelleher wrote back a letter with just 
3 words:

"We'll miss you"

Here are My Values:

Expect Amazing
People can do incredible things with the right support. We are cheerleaders not critics.
We always ask ‘who have I applauded and cheered on today?’

Do Better
We are compassionate optimists, pushing boundaries in leadership, innovating, trying things, and 
building a better, fairer world for everyone. We always ask ‘where have I  been out of my comfort 
zone today?’



Be Ninja
We are generous and always seek to do more without being asked or even noticed. We always 
ask ‘where have I gone above and beyond for people today?’

Make Tea
We have no hierarchy, just roles and responsibilities.  No one is too important to make and serve 
tea. We always ask who have I served today?

List all the things that would be sackable offenses in your organisations?

List all the things that you would reward employees for doing?

What would your clients say about you?

Five words that you use to describe what it's like to work with you.

Look for themes.  What themes can you pull out.  Perhaps EXCELLENCE.  Perhaps partnership 
with clients. Perhaps creative and innovation is there (mistakes).

Take that away and articulate it like I did with a title, a one sentence description and a question.

Now you have a mission, a vision and some rules of play.  The foundation of your cult that will 
allow you to articulate and demonstrate the differences between you and everyone else.  Will allow
you to create a brand that truly reflects who you are and connect with your tribe. 

Next let's take a whistle stop tour of how to use this purpose and push this culture to the nth 
degree in your interactions with clients.

Putting this into practice is about taking those values and that mission and pushing it to the nth 
degree in three ways:

1. The players. Who's in and who's out?  Who are the people you need to partner with to help 
deliver.  How believes in the values?  As Jim Collins puts in in "Good to Great" - you need 
to get the right people on the bus? One of the key things Steve Jobs did when he returned 
to Apple was to change his management team and fill it with people who understood his 
vision and shared his passion. 

2. The voice.  All your communications and the language you use.  How does that reflect and 
reinforce the values that you've just defined? 

Have you ever met someone famous? Not just randomly bumped into them and taken a 
selfie, but actually specifically met someone famous to have a decent conversation with 
them. Someone you’d seen many times on the screen and in the press. Someone you'd 
formed a particular opinion about in your mind from what you'd seen and read. Someone 
you perhaps looked up to.   

Have you met them in the flesh and had a real conversation with them, only to find out that 
the image you held of them is completely false. Once you finally spent time with them, you 
realised they were nothing like you expected them to be.   

Generally, people in the public eye have PR firms and advisors to help them portray a 
specific image. Some of them work very hard on creating a public persona and they do this 
for many reasons, some good and some not so good. However, sometimes, those facades 
are just that, fake! The tabloids are full of stories and incidents that show when the cracks 
appear and the "real" person starts to show.   

We tend not to like it when that happens. We tend not to like them when it happens. We 
tend to judge people quite harshly.

There are some celebrities, however, who are exactly as you’d expect them to be. 
Individuals who "walk the talk". The ones whose public image matches their private 
character. The ones who practise what they preach. These are the people we long admire. 
The ones that the tabloid don't write about. (Probably because it doesn't sell newspapers.) 



Those are the ones we look up to. They are consistent in what they say and what they do. 
People with integrity. Authentic people.

There is a wonderful story about Keanu Reeves who was attending the wrap-up party for 
the film 'Daughter of God' that had just finished filming and in which he'd been the lead 
actor. The bouncer at the club where the party was held didn't recognise him and kept him 
waiting outside for 20 minutes until his friends arrived. He didn't complain and was so 
relaxed about the incident that he didn't even mention it to the organiser of the party. He 
just patiently waited until he was allowed in and let the bouncer do the job he was there to 
do.

It's not just celebrities. We've all met people, spoken to people and spent time with people 
who talk a good story but don't behave consistently with what they say. People who don't 
"walk the talk". We find them untrustworthy. We don't give them respect. We're sceptical of 
what they say and we don't trust what they do. They are inauthentic and we are unlikely to 
follow with any enthusiasm.

If you want to build a consistent, authentic culture which people trust and relate to (both 
internally and externally) then what you say and how you communicate internally - your 
organisation's voice - is massively important and has to match the way you've articulated 
how you want to behave. It has to be consistent with the rest of the defined purpose. It has 
to match all the other things you say, otherwise you are merely one of our inauthentic, 
disrespected celebrities with a facade building PR machine. No one really wants to work in 
that organisation and customers only do business with them if they lack options. We can all 
list companies we've dealt with that fit this description. 

But when you get it right…. 

When your voice and your actions do match up, when what you say throughout your 
organisation over time shows consistency, it all adds weight to your trustworthiness and 
authenticity and creates a legion of loyal customers and employees.   

3. What ways of working? Metrics & Rewards; Policies and procedures; Environment etc, to 
ensure they all reinforce your mission, values and vision.   Every activity, every policy, 
every programme, every space should be designed to remind people what's important.
 How will your metrics and rewards reinforce the values?  How will your onboarding of 
clients reinforce your mission?  How will the way you run meetings reinforce your values?
 How will your office space continually remind you of your vision for the world? 

 

Think of at least three ways right now you could demonstrate those values and express your 
purpose on social? In an email?  In the way you send out a proposal. In the way to operate post 
delivery with a client.  Or perhaps someone that you think would be a good partner to help. Or your
hiring process.

Lots of brilliant ideas.  Well done.  
 
That's it.  That's how to say the right thing before your speak:

Define the cause.
Deliver the emotion - The players/The voice/The ways of working.
 
We've only scratched the surface and started that process today.  When I first did this it took me a 
few months to land it, so don't stop after today.  And I am happy to have a one to one with anyone 
to help you really refine it. I'll put a link in the chat where you can book a call.  But whether or not 
you want any help, keep going on this, because ultimately anyone can copy/steal your products, 
but they cannot steal your culture, they can't deliver those values like you can that's the one thing 
that will differentiate you that your competitors can't take.
 
Get it right.  Unleash your true self and deliver those truths into every interaction with people and 
you will stand out and create a legion of fans that want to work with you and talk about you.



 
Patsy Cline: “If you can't do it with feeling, don't.”
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